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hernia is either an
acquired or congenital
defect in the body
wall. It results in the
protrusion of an organ or
tissue through an abnormal
opening, creating a soft
swelling below the abdomen
or within the scrotum.
Congenital defects occur at three
common sites, the umbilicus,
the scrotum and the inguinal
ring (the channel in the body
wall through which the testicles
descend). Umbilical hernias
occur in up to 2% of
Thoroughbred foals and are
present at birth. Scrotal/inguinal
hernias are seen in young colts
and may be present at birth or
develop over the first few days
of life. Acquired hernias in adult
horses normally occur after
abdominal surgery or trauma.
The contents of the hernia have
an implication on its severity. An
uncomplicated hernia will
contain either noncompromised intestine or no
intestine at all, i.e. fat. These are
not life threatening and
treatment is often
straightforward.
Complicated hernias contain
compromised, often
strangulated (twisted) intestine.
These cases often present with
colic-like signs of discomfort and
toxicity, with the area of the
hernia being hot, hard and
painful. These cases are
considered a surgical emergency
and warrant immediate referral
to a surgical facility.

Surgical removal of a hernial sac and associated skin,
followed by closure of the defect with sutures.
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Umbilical hernia before treatment

Clinical Signs and Diagnosis
Hernias are usually apparent on
visual examination of a foal and
detected by palpation of the
swelling and the defect of the
body wall. Uncomplicated
hernias are most commonly
encountered with no other signs
of disease.
Diagnosis by palpation is
typically all that is required. An
attempt will be made to reduce
(replace the contents of the
hernia) into the abdomen.
Uncomplicated hernias reduce
easily and carry an excellent

prognosis for treatment.
Ultrasound can be used if the
hernia is non-reducible to
differentiate the contents of the
swelling. External abdominal
soft swellings can also be caused
by an abscess, haematoma or
seroma (fluid accumulation),
and it is important to ascertain
the contents of the swelling
prior to treatment.
If the foal presents with a
complicated hernia, ultrasound
will be used to assess the
condition of the intestine inside
prior to surgery. Strangulation of

Umbilical hernias are most commonly treated by the placement of a tight
rubber ring around the excess skin of the hernia whilst reducing its
contents back into the abdomen.

intestine must always be
considered in a foal with a
hernia that develops colic.

Treatment
Uncomplicated Hernias
Small congenital umbilical or
inguinal hernias are treated
conservatively and are likely to
correct spontaneously as the
foal grows. These should be
monitored by the owner and
veterinary attention sought if
any problems occur. Larger
hernias, i.e. umbilical hernias
greater than 5cm in diameter, or
hernias that have not resolved
by 7-9 months of age, will
normally not resolve without
intervention.
The most common treatment
for these umbilical hernias is
placement of a tight rubber ring
around the excess skin of the
hernia whilst reducing its
contents back into the
abdomen. Most commonly this
is performed while the foal is
standing under sedation, but it

can also be done with the foal
on its back under a short general
anaesthetic. Care is taken to
make sure all of the contents are
replaced and no intestine is
caught within the rubber ring. In
time, the hernia dries up
through lack of blood supply
and drops off. It is normal to
have some localised swelling for
the first few days but the foal
should be in no discomfort.
Very large, uncomplicated
hernias may require surgery to

place a synthetic mesh across
the defect in the abdominal
wall. This will be performed
under general anaesthetic in the
hospital and will be advised by
your vet if required.
Complicated Hernias
These are considered a surgical
emergency and admission to an
appropriate surgical facility is
required. The foal will be given a
general anaesthetic and the
contents of the hernia assessed.
If the intestine has been
compromised for a significant
period of time, it may be
necessary to remove a portion of
that intestine. The defect in the
abdominal wall can then be
repaired. If the defect is large it
may be necessary to place a
mesh over the hole in order to
prevent any further abdominal
contents pushing through. In
the case of scrotal or inguinal
hernias, it may be necessary to
remove the testicle associated in
order to close the ring through
which the intestine has entered.
Prognosis
The prognosis for the treatment
of uncomplicated hernias is very
Photos Nick Wingfield Digby

It may be necessary to remove surgically a portion of the intestine if has been
compromised for a significant period of time
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good and a good cosmetic result
is often achieved. In the case of
complicated hernias, the
prognosis is variable, depending
on the degree of compromise of
the intestine involved and if a
portion has to be removed.
However, if treated quickly with
prompt referral for surgery this is
also good.

